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1.0 Introduction

Organic and Compostable
Waste

Recyclable Material

Bulky Waste

Hazardous Waste

Waste solutions to use in urban districts
This booklet is called ‘Waste Solutions to Use in Urban Districts’. The booklet
is developed as part of the thesis ‘Zero Waste Buiksloterham, an integrated
approach to circular cities’ for the Master of Urbanism at the Delft University
of Technology. The 31 waste solutions described in this booklet are solutions
for the following household waste flows: organic and compostable waste,
recyclable material, bulky waste, hazardous waste, sanitary waste and waste
water. The solutions relate to the reduction, collection, transport, re-use,
recycling, incineration and preparation (for further processing) of these

organic waste

plastics

bulky waste

hazardous waste

household waste and resource flows. The aim of the thesis is to design a
zero waste neighbourhood. The presented waste solutions are therefore
decentral, often small scale solutions that can be implemented in urban
districts. In the thesis book you can find design interventions for zero waste
Buiksloterham, in which the solutions presented here are integrated.
On the next page of this booklet the format for the presentation of the waste

yard waste

solutions is explained. The waste solutions are organized by waste flow. As

paper and cardboard

a conclusion of this ‘Waste Solutions to Use in Urban Districts’ booklet, the
can be a reflection of the 31 waste solutions found. By using three overview
schemes the relationships between the solutions and the implementation
opportunuties are explored.

metal

Sanitary Waste

sanitary waste

Other Waste

other waste

Waste Water

Textiles

textiles

grey water

black water

00
Title
short explanation of the solution

waste flow

example of the solution
COLLECTION

TRANSPORT

REDUCE

INCINERATION

drawing of the solution
in the urban district
RECYCLE

REUSE

PREPARE

main function of the waste solution

Solution - Background and explanation of the waste

Possible Benefits

solution, references used can be found on the right page

•

Benefits of the solution for the inhabitants, functioning
of the system, the urban quality, the environment

Requirements
•

requirements related to space, location, participation,

Drawbacks

knowledge, stakeholders

•

Drawbacks

of

the

solution

for

the

inhabitants,

functioning of the system, the urban quality, the
Scale

environment

Scale of implementation or the capacity:
Household - Street/block - Neighbourhood - District -

Involved Stakeholders

Urban scale

•

Stakeholders that should be involved during the
implementation of the solution

•

Stakeholders that should be involved during the
operation of the solution

Related Solutions
solutions that relate to the proposed solution
image:
....
references:
...
...

01
Food Sharing Platform
a platform to share (leftover) food

organic waste

REDUCE

Solution - For (leftover) food there are sharing platforms

Drawbacks

where people can offer their leftovers or food that they

•

foodsharing.nl are platforms where you can share and

Food hygiene of food cooked in private kitchen is

Taking food leftovers via Thuisafgehaald.nl

difficult to control and manage

do not need anymore. For example thuisafgehaald.nl and
•

The Food Sharing Platform requires time and
participation of the inbitants

provide food. Another possibility is the placement of food
sharing boxes in the neighbourhood where you can bring
and find food leftovers.
Requirements

Involved Stakeholders
•

Coordinator food sharing platform

•

Inhabitants

•

An online platform for communication

•

A place for food exchange or cooking together

Related Solutions

(optionally)

18 - Sharing Platform

•

Participating inhabitants

Scale
Urban or district scale
Possible Benefits
•

Social interaction between neighbours that occurs
when people are exchanging food

•

Awareness of food waste of the inhabitants that
participate
images:
https://www.voordewereldvanmorgen.nl/sites/default/files/thuisafgehaald.jpg

02
Compostbin
a compostbin converts yard and organic

organic waste

waste into compost

yard waste

RECYCLE

Solution - When home composting a compost bin or

Possible Benefits

some type of container is needed in order to keep the

•

People become more aware of the generation of

composting material within a confined space. Composting

organic waste and the biological process of a compost

is a biological process, therefore one of the basic

bin

requirements is the availability of essential nutrients that

•

A compost bin can have an educational function for
children

can be found in organic waste for example (Díaz, Savage,
Eggerth, & Golueke, 1993). Home composting can take

Compostbin in garden

•

People have to buy less new soil for their garden

place in a compost bin (a ‘VAM vat’ for example) in the
garden.

Drawbacks
•

Requirements
•

1 m 2 per bin (for 4 persons and a city garden)

•

Place for the compost bin on a distance from the

•
•

For a well functioning compostbin some knowledge
of the composting process is needed

•

Inhabitants have to participate

house, a stable underground

Involved Stakeholders

Mixed input of compostable waste: a mixture of wet

•

Inhabitants

and dry compostable materials

•

Public stakeholder (for promoting and subsidizing)

The compost bin needs some maintenance, for
example the turning of the materials for air addition

Related Solutions
03 - Wormery

Scale
Household scale

images:
http://groenepassies.nl/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/compostvat-2-1024.jpg
references:
Díaz, L. F., Savage, G. M., Eggerth, L., & Golueke, C. G. (1993). Composting and Recycling Municipal Solid Waste.

03
Wormery
vermicomposting of organic waste

organic waste

RECYCLE

Solution - Vermicomposting is a type of composting in

Drawbacks

which certain species of earthworms are used to enhance

•

a better end-product. It is a mesophilic process utilizing

For a well functioning wormery some knowledge of

Outdoor wormery and indoor wormery (design Studio Claire Hornn)

the vermicomposting process is needed

the process of organic waste conversion and to produce
•

Inhabitants have to participate

micro organisms and earthworms. Earthworms feeds
the organic waste materials and passes it through their

Involved Stakeholders

digestive system and gives out in a granular form (cocoons)

•

Inhabitants

which is known as vermicompost (Zafar, 2015).

•

Public stakeholder (for promoting and subsidizing)

Requirements

Related Solutions

•

02 - Compostbin

The wormery needs a place in a house, a garden or
on a balcony

•

The wormery needs some maintenance, by
controlling the process once in a while for example

Scale
Household scale
Possible Benefits
•

People become more aware of the generation of
organic waste and the biological process of a wormery

•

A wormery can have an educational function for
children

images:
http://www.wormenbak.nl
http://balkonton.nl/product/urbeen-bamboe-wormenbak-binnen/
references:
Zafar, S., 2015. Composting with Worms. Retrieved from: http://www.bioenergyconsult.com/vermicomposting/

04
Biorefinery
anaerobic
organic

digestion

waste

and

facility

black

fertilizer, water and biogas

processes

water

organic waste

into

black water
RECYCLE

Solution - An anaerobic digestion facility, like a biorefinery,

products of the biorefinery (urban farming and heat
use for example)

processes organic waste into fertilizer, water and biogas.
The research report of LeAF looks into the possibilities

•

The biorefinery can be a showcase for circularity

for black water and organic waste treatment at Cityplot in

•

When this facility is located on a visible place in an

Biomakery designed by Bioplus

urban district, awareness can be increased

Buiksloterham (1100 people). They revealed that the area
needed for the treatment is around 70 square meter (20
m2 for the digester and struvite reactor and some place

Drawbacks

for storage and open space between the installations). The

•

height of a digester will be around 4 meter (Bisschops &
Weijma, 2015). The biorefinery processes black water and

The biorefinery causes transport flows (sewage
system or trucks)

•

A biorefinery without other functions could be

organic waste in biogas, fertilizer and sludge. A byproduct

experienced as an unattractive function in an urban

of the process is heat, which can be used closeby.

district

Requirements

Involved Stakeholders

•

70 m 2 for 1100 people (organic waste and black

•

Water Stakeholder

water)

•

Public Stakeholder

Location along a sewer

•

Recycling Stakeholder

•

Scale

Related Solutions

Neighbourhood or district scale

05 - Grinder
28 - Separate Sewage System Black Water

Possible Benefits
•

Interesting urban program is possible with the end

images:
http://www.biopolus.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/slider_biomakery.png

references:
Bisschops, I., & Weijma, J. (2015). Inzameling zwart water Cityplot Buiksloterham.

05
Grinder
a food waste disposer in the sink of the

organic waste

kitchen

COLLECTION

Solution - A grinder is a food waste disposer in the sink
of the kitchen. All organic waste can be put into the sink

neighbourhoods
•

Grinders need some maintenance or technical

Grinder in the kitchen sink

support

and will be grinded and discharged via the black water
sewage system.
Requirements
•
•

Involved Stakeholders
•

Public Stakeholders

A grinder requires space underneath the sink in the

•

Developers or Housing corporations

kitchen

•

Recycling Stakeholder

To discharge the organic waste, a separate sewage

•

Inhabitants

system for black water is necessary
Scale
Household and Neighbourhood scale (sewage system)

Related Solutions
04 - Biorefinery
28 - Separate Sewage System Black Water

Possible Benefits
•

The grinder requires less effort in the separation of
organic waste for households

•

Organic waste can be directly transported to a
treatment place, so that more nutrients can be
recovered

Drawbacks
•

Grinders are hard to implement in existing houses or

images:
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-jOsxuoYKLqc/VCpO7rwFDPI/AAAAAAAAUfU/JeSEPTFs5Ps/s1600/2014-09-29-biogas-uit-gft-afval_web.jpg

06
NeeNee sticker
a

sticker

on

the

postbox

to

refuse

paper and cardboard

advertising leaflets and free newspapers

REDUCE

Solution - Every Dutch household receives 34 kilograms

Involved Stakeholders

unadressed advertising material and 32 kilograms of

•

Inhabitants

weekly local newspapers a year. If a ‘Nee-Ja sticker’ or

•

Public stakeholder (promoting the use of the stickers)

NEE-NEE sticker on a postbox

‘Nee-Nee sticker’ are placed on the mailbox, 65 kilograms
of paper waste can be saved per household per year. The

Related Solutions

advertising leaflets and newspapers can often be read

18 - Sharing Platform

online (Milieucentraal, 2016).
Requirements
•

Participation of inhabitants by putting the Nee-Ja or
Nee-Nee sticker on their mailbox

Scale
Household scale
Possible Benefits
•

Less paper waste to separate and to drop off at a
collection point

Drawbacks
•

No possibility to read the advertisements/news on
paper

images:
http://media.nu.nl/m/m1mxt96ae09v_wd1280.jpg/kamer-wil-stappen-omzeilen-neenee-sticker-brievenbus.jpg
references:
Milieucentraal (Producer). (2016, 27-04-2016). Retrieved from https://www.milieucentraal.nl/afval/afval-scheiden-en-recyclen/afval-verminderen/reclamedrukwerk/

07
Paper Industry
an industry that can sort paper and

paper and cardboard

cardboard and produce bales of paper
and cardboard

PREPARE

Solution - The paper sorting machine of Redox can

Drawbacks

process 0.1-0.5 tonnes paper and cardboard per hour.

•

Noise of the machines

The dimensions of the machine are: 6200 x 1200 x 1450

•

Transport flows to and from the facility

Paper sorting machine

cm (Redox, 2016). The OCC horizontal automatic baling
pressing machine can process 1-3 tonnes paper and

Involved Stakeholders

cardboard per hour. The dimensions of the machine are

•

Recycling Stakeholder

12000 x 2800 x 5200 mm.

•

Public Stakeholder

Requirements

Related Solutions

•

08 - Paper Workshop

7.5 m 2 (1.45 meter high) + 33.6 m 2 (5.2 meter) and
some space for collection of paper waste and bales

•

Noise distance (50 meter to housing)

•

Location near a road or waterway

Scale
Urban scale (23,500 people - 0.17 kg paper per day per
person, 8 hours/day operation of the machine)
Possible Benefits
•

The paper sorting and baling pressing provide jobs

•

When this facility is located on a visible place in an
urban district, awareness can be increased

images:
http://dutch.injectionmolding-machine.com/sale-5465859-rotary-paper-pulp-molding-machine.html
references:
http://dutch.injectionmolding-machine.com/sale-5465859-rotary-paper-pulp-molding-machine.html
Redox: http://www.redox-wasterecycling.nl/hst/r21d06o/col.nsf/main/Waste%20Recycling~Products~NIR%20Sorters%5EEN?open&lang=EN

08
Paper Workshop
small scale paper and cardboard recycling

paper and cardboard

workshop

RECYCLE

Solution - A small scale paper workshop where waste

Drawbacks

paper is recycled and transformed into new writing paper,

•

The small workshops are less efficient and therefore

•
Requirements

The workshop needs sorted waste paper to process
more efficiently

•

A paper workshop needs two rooms of in total 40 m 2

•

Seven people have to work in the paper workshop

Involved Stakeholders

•

The workshop can have a retail function and needs to

•

Public Stakeholder

be located along an urban street

•

Recycling Stakeholder

•

Workshop Owner or Entrepreneur

Scale

Machine in a paper workshop

quite expensive to implement

leaflets and other paper products (TARA Machines, 2016).

Street/block scale (440 people - 0.17 kg paper per day

Related solutions

per person)

07 - Paper Industry

Possible Benefits
•

The paper workshop can provide jobs (seven jobs per
workshop)

•

The paper workshop can have a retail function

•

The paper workshop relates to craftsmanship

•

Because of the visibility of recycling, awareness can
be increased

images:
https://www.vaassen.nu/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/oud-papier.jpg
references:
TARA Machines: http://www.taramachines.com/Technology-images/IMG1097A.jpg

09
Plastic Industry
a plastic cleaning and shredding facility

plastics

PREPARE

Solution - The small scale plastic recycling plant of Jiangsu

Involved Stakeholders

Faygo Union Machinery (China) can produce clean crushed

•

Recycling Stakeholder

plastic pieces. The water use is circular and 3-4 persons

•

Public Stakeholder

Plastic industry

need to work at the machines.
Requirements
•

300 m 2 (6 meter high)

•

Three or four people working

•

Noise and smell distance (50 meter from housing)

•

Location near a road or waterway

Related Solutions
10 - Plastic Workshop

Scale
District scale (37,000 people - by 300 kg/hour, 8 hours
a day operation, 23.5 kg plastics per person per year)
Possible benefits
•

The plastic industry can provide four jobs

•

When this facility is located on a visible place in an
urban district, awareness can be increased

Drawbacks
•

Noise and smell distance (50 meter to housing)

•

Transport flows from and to the facility

images:
http://kingtigergroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/waste-plastic-recycling-plant-cost.jpg
references:
http://www.alibaba.com/product-detail/small-scale-plastic-recycling-plant-manuafacture_60078062657.html?spm=a2700.7724857.29.47.8ORCrZ

10
Plastic Workshop
small scale plastic recycling workshop

plastics

RECYCLE

Solution - Dave Hakkens created ‘Precious Plastic’, an

Drawbacks

open-source collection of machines that recycle plastic

•

are capable of shredding, melting and molding salvaged

The small workshops are less efficient and therefore

Plastic Workshop of Precious Plastic (Dave Hakkens)

expensive to implement

on a small scale. The three machines that he developed
•

The workshop needs cleaned and sorted plastics to
process more efficiently

plastic. According to Dave the focus is yet not on speed or
capacity but on the quality of the end products.
Requirements
•

25 m

•

Two people working

•

The workshop can have a retail function and needs to

2

be located along an urban street

Involved Stakeholders
•

Public Stakeholder

•

Workshop Owner or Entrepreneur

•

Inhabitants

Related Solutions
09 - Plastic Industry

Scale
Street/block scale
Possible benefits
•

The plastic industry can provide two jobs

•

The paper workshop can have a retail function

•

The paper workshop relates to craftsmanship

•

Because of the visibility of recycling, awareness can
be increased

images:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8J7JZcsoHyA
references:
http://preciousplastic.com/en/

11
Metal Crusher
a facility where metal is being shredded

metal

and packed in bales

PREPARE

Solution - The metal crusher facility can crush the metals

Drawbacks

and produce bales of metal that are much more dense

•

Noise distance (50 meter to housing)

then the collected metal. In that way the transportation

•

Transport flows from and to the facility

can be decreased.

•

Capacity of the solution should be lower, otherwise

Metal Crusher

the transportation benefits are negated
Requirements
3,75 m 2 + 5 m 2 (2 meter high) + floor space for

Involved Stakeholders

storage of metal and bales

•

Public Stakeholder

•

Noise distance (50 meter to housing)

•

Recycling Stakeholder

•

Location near a road or waterway

•

Scale

Related Solutions
19 - Glass Crusher

District scale (109,000 people - by 400 kg/hour, 8 hours/
day operation, 10.7 kg metals per person per year)
Possible benefits
•

The metal crusher can provide four jobs

•

When this facility is located on a visible place in an
urban district, awareness can be increased

•

Transportation from the urban district to the metal
recycling industry decreases because the volume of
the metals is reduced six times

images:
http://www.mmsonline.com/articles/cashing-in-your-chips
http://www.swingweb.nl/images/imgs_scholen_workshops/blikjes.jpg
references:
http://www.alibaba.com/product-detail/Scrap-Metal-Recycling-Plant-Used-Small_60167121409.html
http://dutch.alibaba.com/product-gs/aluminum-scrap-hydraulic-metal-press-aluminum-scrap-baler-high-quality--60108552355.html

12
Zero Packaging Supermarket
a grocery store where the products do not

plastics

have packaging

paper and cardboard

REDUCE

metal

Solution - In many (organic) supermarkets, next to

Drawbacks

packaged products, you can buy ‘bulk foods’ that you

•

Doing groceries at a zero packaging supermarket

can take in your own bag, bottle or jar. More and more

needs effort of the people because they have to

zero packaging shops open around the world: ‘Original

bring their own bags, bottles or jars to take the

Unverpackt’ in Berlin, Germany, ‘Robuust: The Zero Waste

products home

‘Original Unverpackt’ in Berlin

Shop’ in Antwerp, Belgium, ‘Unpackaged’ in Londen, UK
and ‘LØS Market’ in Copenhagen, Denmark. The amount

Involved Stakeholders

of packaging that can be reduced, depends on how often

•

Supermarket Entrepreneur

and what you buy at this supermarket.

•

Inhabitants

Requirements
•

Minimum floor space of 50 m 2

•

The zero packaging supermarket needs to be located
along an urban street

Scale
District scale
Possible benefits
•

The zero waste supermarket can provide jobs

•

The zero waste supermarket can attract people on
urban scale

•

Local products can be sold here as well

images:
http://foodtank.com/assets/images/head/FT_-_Scandinavian_SM.jpg

13
Second Hand Shop
a store where bulky waste and textiles are

bulky waste

being sold

textiles

REUSE

Solution - In a second hand shop some fractions of the

Drawbacks

bulky waste flow and the textile flow can be sold. Per

•

Second hand products should be collected and

Second Hand Shop

brought to the shop and need separation

person we generate 10-15 kg reusable goods and 5 kg
clothing than can be sold in a second hand shop.
Requirements
•
•

Involved Stakeholders
•

Second Hand Shop Manager

A second hand shop needs space for sorting and

•

Waste Collection Stakeholder

collection of products and space for the shop

•

Inhabitants

The second hand shop needs to be located along an
urban street to attract many people

Related Solutions
16 - Individual Second Hand Sale

Scale
District scale (40,000 inhabitants = 1 second hand shop
(>1,200 m 2)
Possible benefits
•

The second hand shop can provide jobs, per second
hand shop 4 jobs can be created as internship
position or for people with disabilities

•

The second hand shop can attract people on district
(or urban) scale

images:
http://www.maatschappelijkestage.nl/assets/Beeldbank-Thumbnails/Beeldbank-originele-fotos/Kringloopwinkel-Nogges871.jpg
references:
Gemeente Haarlem, Realiseren van re-integratie trajecten door het inzamelen en verwerken van textiel en huisraad (2013)

14
Textile workshop
a workshop where textiles are being

textiles

sorted, redistributed and recycled

RECYCLE

Solution - In a textile workshop, the textile waste flow

Drawbacks

can be sorted, redistributed and (partly) recycled. This

•

The current textile industry is quite large scale,

Textile sorting facility

competing with these industries will therfore be hard

workshop functions as a central hub for textiles, as the
sorting requires knowledge on the quality and re-use
possibilities of textiles.
Requirements
•
•

Involved Stakeholders
•

Textile Workshop Manager

•

Waste Collection Stakeholder

Space for collecting, sorting and some processing of
textiles

Related Solutions

People with knowledge of textile recycling are

17 - Repair Cafe

needed because of the complexity of the sorting of
this waste flow
•

Location near a road or waterway

•

Location along an urban street (possibly) because of
a retail function

Scale
District scale
Possible benefits
•

The textile workshop provides jobs

•

When this facility is located on a visible place in an
urban district, awareness can be increased

images:
http://www.hartvoordehoeken.nl/files/4514/4835/9390/OUDEKLEDING.jpg
references:
EY, Circulaire Economie in de textielketen: naar innovatieve textielrecycling

15
DIY Store
a store for construction materials

bulky waste

REUSE

Solution - From the bulky waste flow some construction

are coming there, as they only have the materials

and demolition waste and wood can be reused. A DIY

that are wasted and they do not have a constant

store or workshop can function as a platform to sell

stock

these materials and to show what possible is with these

•

Buurman, a workshop and DIY store in Rotterdam for reusable construction materials

Noise distance (50 meter to housing)

resources.
Requirements
•
•
•

Involved Stakeholders
•

DIY Store Manager or Entrepeneur

A place in an existing DIY store or a new building/

•

Waste Collection Stakeholder

workshop to store and sell the materials

•

Inhabitants

A workshop area where courses can be given to show
what is possible with these materials

Related Solutions

Noise distance (50 meter to housing)

13 - Second Hand Shop
16 - Individual Second Hand Sale

Scale

17 - Repair Cafe

District scale
Possible benefits
•

The DIY store provides jobs

•

The DIY store functions as a hub, knowledge
platform and retail point for construction materials

Drawbacks
•

The DIY store requires flexibility of the people that

images:
https://i.ytimg.com/vi/OXGAjKJrApg/maxresdefault.jpg

16
Individual Second Hand Sale
sale of products by inhabitants through a

bulky waste

platform or flea markets

textiles

REUSE

Solution -

Some fractions of the bulky waste flow and

the textile flow can be sold for re-use. Per person we

Drawbacks
•

can be reused. People can individually sell these products

It requires time of the inbitants to sell their products

Flea market at the NDSM werf, Amsterdam

through a platform or flea market

generate 10-15 kg reusable goods and 5 kg clothing than
•

Organizing a flea market on large scale needs
management

through a platform (Marktplaats or Ebay for example)
or flea markets. These flea markets can be organized in
public space or indoors and can attract many people.
Requirements
•
•

Involved Stakeholders
•

Inhabitants

•

Flea Market Organizer

An open place for flea markets in public space or
indoors

Related Solutions

Involved inhabitants that would like to sell and buy

13 - Second Hand Shop

second hand goods

18 - Sharing Platform

Scale
Household, street/block, neighbourhood, district or
urban scale
Possible benefits
•

A flea market can be an attraction on urban scale

•

Through the use of a platform to sell second hand
goods people get in touch

images:
http://www.thegreenage.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/1353060777_b_grey-water-780x350.jpg
http://www.eva-lanxmeer.nl/sites/default/files/styles/background/public/nu/afbeeldingen/panta-rhei_helofytenfilter.jpg?itok=Nsz3hW5g

17
Repair Cafe
a place where bulky waste or textiles can

bulky waste

be repaired

textiles
REUSE

Solution - In 2009 Martine Postma started the first Repair

•

A repair cafe can have an educational function since
people learn how to repair

Cafe in the Netherlands. Repair Cafes are free accessible

Repair Cafe

meetings where you can repair things that you take from
home together with others. At the location where the

Drawbacks

Repair Cafe is held, tools and material are available to

•

devices, bicycles or toys can be repaired together with

It requires time and participation of the inbitants to
repair products in stead of buying new products

carry out all possible repairs. Clothing, furniture, electrical
•

Without volunteers the repair cafe can not work

volunteers that are repair experts. Things are not discarded
and the amount of raw materials and energy required to

Involved Stakeholders

create new products is limited (Repair Cafe, 2016).

•

Inhabitants

•

Repair Cafe Manager

Requirements
•
•

A place for a repair cafe where tools and products

Related Solutions

can be stored

14 - Textile Workshop

Inhabitants (volunteers) that know how to repair
should be involved

Scale
Neighbourhood or district scale
Possible benefits
•

A repair cafe can have a social function as people
meet there and work together on repair projects

images:
http://www.trims.co.jp/english/plant/index.html
references:
Repair Cafe (2016), retrieved from http://repaircafe.org

18
Sharing Platform
a platform to share products that you do

bulky waste

not need that often

REDUCE

Solution - Products that you do not need that often, like

Drawbacks

tools, can be borrowed from neighbours. 80% of the stuff

•

(Peerby, 2016). In the Netherlands there are already some

It requires time and participation of the inbitants to

Sharing Platform Peerby

offer or borrow products from neighbours

that people have, is not used more then once a month
•

For some people an insurance might be needed to
be sure of the state of their products

platforms to facilitate the idea of sharing products with
neighbours: Peerby.com, SpullenDelen.nl, hurenvanburen.

Involved Stakeholders

nl.
Requirements

•

Inhabitants

•

Sharing Platform Manager

•

A platform to share products

•

Inhabitants should participate in the borrowing and

Related Solutions

offering of products from and to neighbours

01 - Food Sharing Platform

Scale
Neighbourhood or district scale
Possible benefits
•

A Sharing Platform can have a social function as
people meet when they borrow products

•

Cost saving because by sharing products, you do not
have to invest in these products

images:
http://vaultmg.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/PeerbyDanielel-ruben1.jpg
references:
Peerby (2016), retrieved from https://www.peerby.com/
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Glass Crusher
a facility where glass is being shredded

glass

and packed in bales

PREPARE

Solution -

The glass crusher is a facility where glass is

Drawbacks

being crushed and packed in bales for transport to a glass

•

Noise distance (50 meter to housing)

recycling industry. In that way the volume of the glass

•

Transport flows to and from the facility in the urban
district

waste is decreased what means that the transport will be
decreased as well.

Glass Crusher

•

Capacity of the solution should be lower, otherwise
the transportation benefits are negated

Requirements
•

2 m 2 (2 meter high) + some space for storage of

Involved Stakeholders

glass and bales of glass

•

•

Noise distance (50 meter to housing)

•

Location near a road or waterway

Recycling Stakeholder

Related Solutions
11 - Metal Crusher

Scale
District scale (27,000 people - by 300 kg/hous, 8 hours/
day operation, 31.8 kg glass per person per year)
Possible benefits
•

The glass crusher can provide jobs

•

When this facility is located on a visible place in an
urban district, awareness can be increased

•

Transportation from the urban district to the glass
recycling industry decreases because the volume of
the glass is reduced by crushing

images:
http://img.directindustry.com/images_di/photo-g/89055-2956495.jpg
references:
http://www.alibaba.com/product-detail/Glass-shredding-machine_60237860616.html?spm=a2700.7724857.29.78.jdDzeb

20
Sanitary Waste Recycling Plant
a facility that recycles diapers and other

sanitary waste

sanitary waste

RECYCLE

Solution - The machine of Diaper Recycling Technology®

•

This facility processes the separated sanitary waste

is still under development. The technology recovers

flows, therefore sanitary waste should be collected

all pulp, SAP and PE/PP plastic from the sanitary waste

and separated at the source

The Sanitary Waste Recycling Facility

stream.
Requirements
•

80 m 2 (6 meter high) + some space for collection of

Involved Stakeholders
•

Recycling stakeholder

•

Inhabitants (separation of sanitary waste)

sanitary waste and the end products
•

Smell distance (50 meter to housing)

•

Location near a road or waterway

Scale
District scale (68,000 people - by 500 kg/hour, 8 hours/
day operation, 21,5 kg sanitary waste per person per year)
Possible Benefits
•

The sanitary waste recycling plant provides jobs

•

When this facility is located on a visible place in an
urban district, awareness can be increased

Drawbacks
•

Smell of the sanitary waste

•

Transport flows to and from the facility

images:
http://www.diaperrecycling.technology/#factory-waste-central-recycling-systems
references:
Diaper Recycling Technology®, retrieved from: http://www.diaperrecycling.technology/#factory-waste-central-recycling-systems
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Water Saving Measures
small measures to save water within the

grey water

house

black water

REDUCE

Solution - Within households small water saving measures

•

The measures need participation and acceptance of
inhabitants

can really reduce the amount of water that is being

Water Saving Shower Head

used. Water-saving taps, a water-saving button on the
toilet, an efficient dishwasher (28% water reduction) or

Scale

washing machine (43% water reduction) and a water-

Household scale

saving showerhead (25% water reduction) are small
measures that can be easily implemented (Rijksoverheid,

Possible Benefits

2009). Other ways to reduce water lie in the behaviour

•

Lower water bill

change, for example to take shorter showers or to use
rainwater to watering the garden. More complex water

Drawbacks

saving measures are water saving toilets (33-50% water

•

Participation of inhabitants is needed in order to
install water saving measures

reduction) (Bisschops & Weijma, 2015) or re-use systems
where rainwater or shower water can be re-used for toilet
flushing for example (Rijksoverheid, 2009).
Requirements
•

Involved Stakeholders
•

Inhabitants

•

Developers or Housing Corporations

These measures should be installed by the
inhabitants themselves

•

At the construction of new housing or during
renovations these measures can be implemented by
the developer or housing corporation

•

Measures can be financally supported by a public
stakeholder (the municipality for example)

images:
http://www.rdd.net.au/img//productcategory_/13-7015%20Kiri%20Hi%20Rise%20Shower.png
references:
Rijksoverheid. (2009). Overzicht waterbesparende maatregelen
Bisschops, I., & Weijma, J. (2015). Inzameling zwart water Cityplot Buiksloterham

22
Central Helophyte Filter
a large scale vertical reed field where grey

grey water

water is treated

RECYCLE

Solution - According to Bobbink and Piccinini (2013)
helophyte or Marsh Plants are used to purify wastewater

plants for example)
•

An public space area

Helophyte filter at Eva Lanxmeer, Culemborg, The Netherlands

to a water quality that is harmless to the environment.
Helophyte root in the sediment. The lower parts of the

Scale

plant are hidden, leaves and owers rise above the surface

Neighbourhood or district scale

level. The plants have an extensive root system. These
roots are a very good attachment place for bacteria. More

Possible Benefits

roots means more purifying micro- organism are present in

•

urban district

the wastewater. In the Netherlands we see most often the
so-called Vertical Flow Helophyte Filter. The contaminated

An helophyte filter can bring urban quality to an

•

The helophyte filter can purify rainwater runoff as
well

water drops in about three days through the layer of fine
sand, with what the filter is filled. The water that comes out
of the filter is not yet drinking water, but it is clear, odourless

Drawbacks

en clean enough to be discharged into the surface water.

•

Inhabitants should be aware of the helophyte filters
as they cannot discharge everything

Requirements
•
•

2 m 2 helophyte filter per person for grey water

Involved Stakeholders

treatment

•

Inhabitants

Bulrush, Common Club-Rush, Reed Sweet Grass,

•

Water Stakeholder

Yellow Flag or Sweet Flag plants to purify the water
•
•

The helophyte filter needs storage tanks for the grey

Related Solutions

water and a grease separator

23 - Local Helophyte Filters

Maintenance of the filter is needed (mowing of the

27 - Separate Sewage System Grey Water

images:
http://www.eva-lanxmeer.nl/sites/default/files/styles/background/public/nu/afbeeldingen/panta-rhei_helofytenfilter.jpg?itok=Nsz3hW5g
references:
Bobbink and Piccinini (2013), Water Purification.
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Local Helophyte Filters
a small scale vertical reed field where grey

grey water

water is treated

RECYCLE

Solution - According to Bobbink and Piccinini (2013)

for example
•

Place along a street, in gardens or in courtyards

Helophyte root in the sediment. The lower parts of the

•

Scale

plant are hidden, leaves and owers rise above the surface

Household or street/block scale

helophyte or Marsh Plants are used to purify wastewater

helophyte filter in private garden, the Netherlands

to a water quality that is harmless to the environment.

level. The plants have an extensive root system. These
roots are a very good attachment place for bacteria. More

Possible Benefits

roots means more purifying micro- organism are present in

•

urban district

the wastewater. In the Netherlands we see most often the
so-called Vertical Flow Helophyte Filter. The contaminated

An helophyte filter can bring urban quality to an

•

The helophyte filter can purify rainwater runoff as
well

water drops in about three days through the layer of fine
sand, with what the filter is filled. The water that comes out
of the filter is not yet drinking water, but it is clear, odourless

Drawbacks

en clean enough to be discharged into the surface water.

•

Inhabitants should be aware of the helophyte filters
as they cannot discharge everything

Requirements
•
•

2 m 2 helophyte filter per person for grey water

Involved Stakeholders

treatment

•

Inhabitants

Bulrush, Common Club-Rush, Reed Sweet Grass,

•

Water Stakeholder

Yellow Flag or Sweet Flag plants to purify the water
•
•

The helophyte filter needs storage tanks for the grey

Related Solutions

water and a grease separator

22 - Central Helophyte Filter

Maintenance is needed for the mowing of the plants

27 - Separate Sewage System Grey

images:
http://www.thegreenage.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/1353060777_b_grey-water-780x350.jpg
http://www.globalwetlands.com/nl/voorbeeldprojecten/fotos-voorbeeldprojecten/
references:
Bobbink and Piccinini (2013), Water Purification.

24
Central Digester
an anaerobic digester for black water

black water

treatment

RECYCLE

Solution - Anaerobic Digestion occurs in biodigesters

Involved Stakeholders

and produces a fuel (biogas), removes Biochemical

•

Inhabitants

Oxygen Demand (BOD) from sewage, conserves nutrients

•

Water Stakeholder

Digester at the University of California, Davis, USA

(especially nitrogen compounds) and most importantly
reduces pathogens (Appropedia, 2016).

Related Solutions
04 - Biorefinery

Requirements
•

Storage tanks for anaerobic digestion

•

Separate black water sewage system

28 - Separate Sewage System Black Water

Scale
Neighbourhood, district or urban scale
Possible Benefits
•

A digester provides jobs

•

The end products of the digester can be used in the
urban district

Drawbacks
•

A digester is in general an unattractive function to
implement in the urban district

•

Transport by sewage system

images:
https://i.ytimg.com/vi/AgwHi6ogBpM/maxresdefault.jpg
references:
http://www.appropedia.org/Biogas_from_human_waste

25
Digester In House
a small tank where black water and organic

black water

waste can be digested

organic waste

RECYCLE

Solution - Anaerobic Digestion occurs in biodigesters

Involved Stakeholders

and produces a fuel (biogas), removes Biochemical

•

Inhabitants

Oxygen Demand (BOD) from sewage, conserves nutrients

•

Water Stakeholder

Digester near a house

(especially nitrogen compounds) and most importantly
reduces pathogens (Appropedia, 2016).

Related Solutions
05 - Grinder

Requirements

24 - Central Digester

•

Storage tanks for anaerobic digestion

28 - Separate Sewage System Black Water

•

Separate black water collection system within the
house

Scale
Household or street/block scale
Possible Benefits
•

No need for a sewage system as the treatment find
places in the house

Drawbacks
•

A digester is an costly solution when implemented
on household scale

•

The digester needs maintenance

images:
http://www.thegreenage.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/1353060777_b_grey-water-780x350.jpg
http://www.greenbusinessguide.co.za/biogas-digesters-enhance-quality-of-life-in-rural-kwazulu-natal/
references:
http://www.appropedia.org/Biogas_from_human_waste

26
Small Incinerator
combusting waste that cannot be re-used

other waste

or recycled

INCINERATION

Solution incineration

environmental standards are strictly observed

Incinerator Model YD-100 is a middle scale
machine.

In

this

small

incinerator

(Brunner, 2011)

the

Construction of the small scale incinerator

waste that cannot be recycled or re-used (yet) could be
combusted. Nevertheless, this is the least preferred option

Drawbacks

in the waste hierarchy and should never be promoted as a

•

The combustion process can be dangerous for human
health and should therefore be thoroughly controlled

sustainable waste solution.

and checked
Requirements

•

Incineration is an unsustainable option for waste

•

5 m (3.8 meter high) + chimney (10 meter high)

processing, so we have to find better ways of dealing

•

Smell distance (100 meter to housing)

with the waste that cannot be recycled or re-used

•

Location near a road or waterway

2

Scale
District scale (9,000 people - by 200 kg/hour, 8 hours/day

Involved Stakeholders
•

Recycling Stakeholder

•

Public Stakeholder

operation, 65 kg non recyclable or re-usable waste per
person per year)
Possible benefits
•

Transportation is decreased because the incinerator
is closer to the urban district

•

Inhabitants are watching the process on a daily
basis, which thus increases the likelihood that

images:
http://www.chinaclover.net/incinerator/medical-waste-incinerator-model-yd-300/
references:
http://www.cloverincinerator.org/incineratoryd100.htm
Brunner, P.H. (2011). Urban Mining, A Contribution to Reindustrializing the City. Journal of Industrial Ecology, 15(3), 339-341.

27
Separate Sewage System Grey Water
a separate pipesystem to discharge grey

grey water

water

TRANSPORT

Solution - A separate pipesystem to discharge grey water

Drawbacks

from sinks, showers and washing machines. This grey

•

Inhabitants should be aware of the separate system

water sewage system can be connected to a helophyte

as they cannot discharge some substances (bleach

filter for example. The separate grey water sewage needs

for example) via the sinks

measures in the house (separate collection of grey water)

•

Separate sewage system

This system is more difficult to implement in existing
urban districts

and in the sewage system (next to the black water sewer, a
grey water sewer). Rainwater can be collected in this grey
water system as well.

Involved Stakeholders
•

Inhabitants

Requirements

•

Water Stakeholder

•

Separate grey water collection at every household

•

Public Stakeholder

•

Separate sewer for grey water

Scale

Related Solutions
22- Central Helophyte Filter

Household, street/block, neighbourhood, district or urban

23 - Local Helophyte Filters

scale

28 - Separate Sewage System Black Water

Possible Benefits
•

The separate grey water system ensures that the
water can be more easily (locally) treated because of
the absence of the more polluted black water
images:
http://jeroenvissers.be/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/foto-gescheiden-riolering.jpg

28
Separate Sewage System Black Water
a separate pipesystem to discharge black

black water

water (from toilets)

TRANSPORT

Solution - A separate pipesystem to discharge black water

Drawbacks

from toilets (and possibly from the grinders in kitchens).

•

Inhabitants should be aware of the separate system

This black water sewage system can be connected to a

as they cannot discharge some substances (bleach

digester or biorefinery for example. The separate black

for example) via the sinks

water sewage needs measures in the house (separate

•

Separate sewage system

This system is more difficult to implement in existing
urban districts

collection of black water) and in the sewage system (next
to the grey water sewer, a black water sewer).
Requirements

Involved Stakeholders
•

Inhabitants

•

Separate black water collection at every household

•

Water Stakeholder

•

Separate sewer for black water

•

Public Stakeholder

Scale

Related Solutions

Household, street/block, neighbourhood, district or urban

04 - Biorefinery

scale

05 - Grinder
24 - Central Digester

Possible Benefits

25 - Digester in House

•

27 - Separate Sewage System Grey Water

The separate black water system ensures that the
water can be more easily and efficiently (locally)
treated because when mixing with grey water, the
water contains less nutrients

images:
http://jeroenvissers.be/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/foto-gescheiden-riolering.jpg

29
Retourette
a waste collection facility

COLLECTION

Solution - Retourette, often located in a shopping street

•

Not all waste can be collected here

or near a supermarket, is a facility where you can bring all

Retourette in shopping street in Rotterdam

the waste you generate at home and what fits in a bag.

Involved Stakeholders

This solution promotes separation of household waste.

•

Inhabitants

•

Retourette Manager

Requirements

•

Public Stakeholder

•

Floor space of 30 m 2

•

Waste Stakeholder

•

Transport possibility for the waste

•

The Retourette needs to be located along an urban

Related Solutions

street

30 - Waste Separation in the Kitchen
31 - Smart Waste Containers

Scale
Neighbourhood or district scale
Possible Benefits
•

The Retourette is often located near the supermarket
or other shops, so bringing waste to this point is
easy

•

Awareness will be increased

Drawbacks
•

Transport of the waste from the Retourette to
another place

images:
http://www.artyfartyfarm.com/?page=recycling-als-business-de-retourette-in-rotterdam
references:
http://retourette.nl

30
Waste Separation in Kitchen
a waste collection bin in the kitchen cupboard

COLLECTION

Solution - Among others, IKEA developed a waste

in vicinity to the housing, most people will refuse to

separation and collection bin to put in a kitchen cupboard.

separate their waste

Waste separation bin of IKEA

In that way the waste collection takes not that many space
in the kitchen and can still promote the separation of the

Involved Stakeholders

different household waste flows.

•

Inhabitants

•

Public Stakeholder

Requirements
•

A cupboard in the kitchen where this bin can be

Related Solutions

installed

29 - Retourette

•

Participation of inhabitants

31 - Smart Waste Containers

•

A collection point near the house where the
separated waste can be brought

Scale
Household scale
Possible Benefits
•

Easy way to separate household waste

•

No waste collection or bins visible in the kitchen

Drawbacks
•

Participation of inhabitants is needed

•

When there is no point to bring the separated waste

images:
http://www.ikea.com/ms/nl_NL/media/img/departments/keuken/breaks/afvalscheiden-variera-520x600.jpg

31
Smart Waste Containers
a smart waste collection facility

COLLECTION

Solution - Smart waste containers can sensor how full the

Involved Stakeholders

bin is and communicate that with the collection facility. In

•

Recycling Stakeholder

that way bins are never full and the collection will never

•

Public Stakeholder

WasteB, dynamic waste picking

take place when bins are not full enough.
Requirements
•

A sensor in a waste container

Related Solutions
29 - Retourette
30 - Waste Separation in the Kitchen

Scale
Street/block scale
Possible Benefits
•

The waste container places will stay clean as overfull
containers are not the case anymore

•

Opportunity to raise awareness by showing the
amount of waste collected or separated

Drawbacks
•

Waste containers with this sensor are more expensive
than regular waste containers, however, the
collection and cleaning will be probably cheaper

images:
http://www.bwaste.nl/producten/wasteb/
references:
http://www.bwaste.nl/producten/wasteb/
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